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Keith, Sandra & the kids. Sunday 25 June 1978. Closing
time. Portland Street, Sheffield.
From the series Now You See Them Soon You Won’t, Graves
Art Gallery, Sheffield, 1978. Following this exhibition
Peter Mitchell resigned from his job and took a year
out to concentrate on his photography, resulting in the
groundbreaking 1979 exhibition A New Refutation of the
Viking 4 Space Mission. A poster for the exhibition can be
seen in display case no. 4.
The caption from the A New Refutation of the Viking 4 Space
Mission catalogue reads, “Keith and Sandra run a cosy pub.
There was a pnucky postcard on the wall showing two
well-endowed females having their foto taken. One girl
says, “is he going to focus?” and her friend replies (looking
horrified), “I hope not.” I thought it funny.”

Scott, Dean, Neil & Gaudy the dog. Sunday 25 June 78.
2p.m. Westmorland Road, Sheffield.
From the series Now You See Them Soon You Won’t, Graves
Art Gallery, Sheffield, 1978. The caption from the A New
Refutation of the Viking 4 Space Mission catalogue reads,
“These aren’t the notorious Park Hill Flats but it is Scott,
Dean and Neil (sounding remarkably like the V4 Space
Mission Team), sitting outside Scott’s house.”
The flats in the background are the Kelvin Flats, constructed
in the Upperthrope area of Sheffield in 1967. These were
a massive and radical housing development and, like the
Quarry Hill Flats in Leeds (that formed the subject of one
of Mitchell’s major bodies of work in the 1970s) enjoyed
a strong community spirit despite its numerous social
problems. The flats were eventually demolished during 1995
and 1996.

Sheffield Gas Works, Effingham Rd.
“In an odd way I see my photographs as being symbolic…
as ways of navigating cities, bringing them down to street
level to some sort of kinship with other people’s lives. I
don’t know the history of the buildings or the people…
what matters is that they let me take their photograph. These
are people getting by: doing what they do: nothing special.
However for a moment of so a rare occasion is created.”
The image is exhibited here for the first time.

Reg Mortimer the justly proud renovator of Lees Hall
(hireable, an absolute bargain), c.1978.
From the series Now You See Them Soon You Won’t, Graves
Art Gallery, Sheffield, 1978.
Reg Mortimer was the proud owner not only of the scrap
yard, but also Lees Hall the apparently genuine Tudor
house behind it, which he hired out for parties. Mitchell
remembers that the local police were regular clients.
Peter has generously made available this image in a limited
edition of 150 prints, stamped with an inkstamp unique
to Planet Yorkshire. For a minimum donation of £20,
you’ll receive a print as a thank-you for supporting both
Impressions Gallery and Peter Mitchell. Please ask at the
Welcome Desk for more details.

Mr Boot, Leeds Rd, Bradford, 2015.
The image is exhibited here for the first time.

Stantons, Ironmonger & D.I.Y Centre, Harehills Road,
Spring 2007.
“Still hanging on, easy to walk to – got everything you need.”

Francis Gavan and son, 1980s.
From the series Francis Gavan’s Ghost Train,
1977 to present.
Mitchell has photographed Gavan and his self-built ghost
train, in increasing states of decay, a handful of times for
nearly 20 years. He first met Gavan on Woodhouse Moor,
Leeds, in 1977. He remembers that Gavan always arrived in
the city for the fun fair around Easter time, and the weather
was invariably lousy with rain and snow.
Mitchell thinks of the ghost train images as “punctuation
marks” in his books and in his exhibitions, much the same
as the scarecrows, dinosaurs and skeletons that periodically
pop up too.
Most of these photographs have never been shown before.
Two images appear in his 2013 monograph Strangely
Familiar, one of which can be seen in the display case 7 in
the foyer. However, most of these photographs have not
been published or exhibited.
“I love these travelling images of mortality.”

Last Orders, The Prince Arthur, Roundhay Road, Leeds.
Summer 1996.
“When this pub was surrounded by back-to-backs and
Chapeltown Barracks it would have had customers aplenty,
but now it’s down to two plucky drinkers in the last chance
saloon.”

Kirkstall Power Station. Demolition gangway in chimney.
c.1981.
The demolition of Kirkstall Power Station following its
decommissioning in 1976. None of this structure remains.
This coal-fired unit had originally opened in 1931 to serve
the city of Leeds.
Mitchell describes these shots as an illustration of the idea
of “power to the people” and that in taking them he was
interested in exploring “what happens when the power runs
out”.
His photographs present people – like the demolition
gang at Kirkstall Power Station – in groups as if a wedding
photograph.
“A sense of occasion: a moment being made rather than a
moment being saved.”

Kirkstall Power Station, c.1981.

The New Peacock Inn, Elland Road, Leeds, 1974.
An alternative shot of this pub being demolished was
included in the A New Refutation of the Viking 4 Space
Mission series, where Mitchell noted “Being next to the
football ground it wasn’t the safest of pubs especially as my
favourite scarf approximates pretty closely to West Ham
colours.”
The image is exhibited here for the first time. A screenprint
poster incorporating an alternative version of this image can
be seen in display case 1.

Francis Gavan’s Ghost Train, 1988.
This image of the Ghost Train, shown here in the
‘Whitfield’s Funeral Service’ frame, was taken on
Woodhouse Moor. The train ride was still in possession
of its red eyes but the spindly skeleton arms, that once
accompanied the skull, were somehow long gone.
This work has been fabricated especially for Planet Yorkshire.

We Build It Here: The Making of the Harrogate Hydro,
1998 -1999.
Commissioned by the Mercer Art Gallery, this series
documents the construction of The Hydro, the town’s
premier aquatics venue, built by the Harrogate Council to
replace the ageing Coppice Valley swimming pool.
Mitchell found himself ‘totally absorbed’ by both the
workers on site and the construction of this new centre,
rather than the demolition of the old one.
(series continues on next page)

We Build It Here: The Making of the Harrogate Hydro,
1998 -1999.
(continued from previous page)
For over a year Mitchell charted the building of the
Harrogate Hydro in black and white landscape shots, as well
as colour shots focusing on the construction workers on site.
The works, which do not have individual titles, were shown
at both the Hydro complex and The Mercer Art Gallery, in
1999 in celebration of the centre’s official opening on 30
April that year.
The images of the builder and welder, second and third from
top, are kindly loaned by The Mercer Art Gallery, Harrogate
Borough Council. From the series We Build it Here (1997)
© Peter Mitchell, courtesy The Mercer Art Gallery,
Harrogate Borough Council.

Peckfield Colliery, Micklefield, 1984.
These three photographs, taken in 1984 at the time of the
miners’ strike are of Peckfield Colliery, Micklefield, West
Yorkshire.
This colliery served the ‘superpit’ field of Selby in North
Yorkshire. It closed for the last time on 21 October 1980,
despite ‘having enough coal for the next 150 years’.
Peckfield was the earlier scene of an infamous disaster on
Thursday 30 April 1896, when a huge explosion killed 63
men and boys who were in the pit, and 19 pit ponies.

Annals of a Life-threatening Postcode, 1972 to present.
Mitchell begun this series shortly after arriving in Leeds in
1972. Originally titled The Spencer Place Project, this ongoing
project deals with his relationship to his street and home for
forty four years.
Taken from a much larger body of work on the inhabitants,
homes and gardens of Spencer Place, this selection
documents some of its street art, as well as the decay of
crumbling Victorian housing stock and renewal in the form
of the care lavished by one resident on creating a bountiful
front garden.
Mitchell’s camera catches the memento mori that linger such
as the skeleton dangling amid the jolly gnomes and bright
blooms.
Mitchell says that “something has got to happen” to the
Annals series, is struggling to find the right format, and
waiting for inspiration to arrival. He sees this major project
as “something rather epic, a grand narrative on the themes of
fantasy, fairy story, fate and the future of cities. An opera in
three acts, perhaps? And definitely ‘not something factually
accurate”.
The five photographs shown here are being exhibited for the
first time.
(series continues on next page)

Annals of a Life-threatening Postcode, 1972 to present.
(continued from previous page)
The house being demolished stood at number 47 Spencer
Place.

Secular Prayers, 1997-1998.
Originally commissioned as a series of six photographs by
the Henry Moore Institute, Leeds, for artranspennine98.
Mitchell documented seemingly insignificant changes to
public places that capture private feelings expressed publicly
by anonymous individuals, an idea that gained currency
during the time that Mitchell was working on the series,
following the death of Princess Diana in August 1997.
The photographs were originally shown within the setting
of St Oswald’s Church in Methley, which houses 14th
Century alabaster tomb sculptures that provided inspiration
for Henry Moore. The choice of exhibition venue was
particularly fitting, as praying is seen as private, personal act
made in a public place. An image of the original installation
is shown in the arttranspennine98 publication, which can be
seen in display case 3, behind you.
The original artworks, displayed without labels, titles or
explanations, are now lost. The images have not been seen
or shown since until being reprinted, nearly 20 years later,
especially for Planet Yorkshire.

Premises of E.B. Bamforth Ltd, leather manufacturer,
Meanwood Road, Leeds, mid 1980s.
E.B. Balmforth Ltd. was founded in 1880 by Edwin Berry
Balmforth as leather lace manufacturers in Macauley Street,
Leeds. He was joined by his brother Thomas Balmforth.
About the turn of the century, it became necessary to move
into larger premises in Meanwood Road, Leeds, where
this picture was taken. With the additional space available,
the company developed their products over the next 100
years to become the largest leather lace manufacturers in
the world. In 2000, the company relocated to a business
park at Helmsley, and the Meanwood Road premises were
demolished in 2008.

Vure’s Linen Warehouse, Land’s Lane, Leeds, Spring 1981.
The caption accompanying this image in the book Strangely
Familar reads:
“Photographed on the very last day of its closing down sale
in the spring of 1981. Night falling.
Passing this shop, schoolboy Shakespeare always leaps to
mind - “Lawn as white as driven snow…” but this is the very
last day. The signage has gone and the lights are going out
over the last portrait of this family business.”
The letters, salvaged from this shop by Mitchell, form the
mainstay of the ‘PLANET YORKSHIRE’ signage in this
exhibition.

Swimming Pools.
Since the 1970s, Mitchell has occasionally documented
swimming pools around Yorkshire, primarily because
he likes swimming and because ‘they make interesting
photographs compositionally’.
Roundhay Pool, Leeds, c.1973.
This photograph was originally shown in An Impression of
the Yorkshire City of Leeds, Education Gallery, Leeds City
Art Gallery, 1975.

The Outdoor Pool, Scarborough, 30 January 1999.
Mitchell says, ‘That’s what I do: I capture things before it’s
too late’.
This image is shown here for the first time.

The International Pool, Leeds, 23 September 2009.
Designed by architect John Poulson and constructed in the
1960s, the pool’s Brutalist architecture was not to everyone’s
taste. Fans of that architectural style mounted an ultimately
unsuccessful campaign to save it.
This image is shown here for the first time.

Ann Jackson Aged 68 Years.
Triptych, 2010.
Orginally commissioned for the 21st anniversary of the
Terrace Gallery at Harewood House near Leeds.
Mitchell focused on the graveyard at All Saints’ Church, in
the grounds of the estate.
The triptych depicts Ann Jackson’s gravestone, with its
beautiful carved angels. Ann Jackson died in June 1808.
This central panel is flanked by two of the photographer’s
now signature scarecrows, which Mitchell has been
photographing for more than forty years.
“The scarecrows are Everyman, they’re just there as an
observer, or as a symbol of humanity.”
Mitchell says of this work “All photographs are the most
explicit of memento mori and English country churchyards
are amongst the most beautiful of places to be and take stock
of our island universe. All Saints’ Church shelters superlative
mediaeval tomb sculptures of the land-owning lords and
their wives and outside in the open, knee-deep in grasses,
wild flowers and insects, I decided to work with the butlers,
servants, bailiffs, gamekeepers, stonemasons et al.
They were all there somewhere but those I found were too
far gone to make a picture and I kept coming back to Ann’s
headstone with her three guardian angels and inscription
carved in the very eclectic English lettering tradition. Whilst
photographing her stone the sun went in and I fancied I saw
two of her angels (or perhaps ghosts) in the distant fields”.
The original letter with Mitchell’s statement can be seen in
the display case 6, behind you.

The Last Ghost Train? Pottery Field, Castleford. Friday 26
August 2016.
From the series Francis Gavan’s Ghost Train , 1977 to
present.
Described by Mitchell as “the equivalent of the elephants’
graveyard, only for fairgrounds” ten years earlier, in 2006 he
photographed Francis Gavan in the same spot. This earlier
image can be seen in the display case in the foyer.
Accompanied by a BBC film crew, Mitchell set out earlier
this summer, on a mission to find the ghost train again.
Happily for Mitchell he found it still slowly decaying in its
corner of Pottery Field.
A chance encounter with Ena, Francis’ sister led to Peter and
Francis being reunited to one last shot, which is exhibited
here for the very first time.
Although the ride’s iconic white skull had blown off in a gale
years ago, the letters spelling ‘GHOST’ can still just be made
out on the side of the decomposing carcass. As Mitchell
says, “Everything dies in the end – even ghost trains.”

The Derwent, 1980-82.
Originally commissioned by Impressions Gallery in
1980 when the gallery was based in York (the other two
photographers were Martin Parr and Nigel Inglis). The
Derwent documented the landscape and way of life along the
Derwent Valley, South Yorkshire.
Mitchell was originally commissioned to document
its architecture. Unexpectedly, even for himself, (as he
confesses to “hate the countryside”) Mitchell trained his
camera on the valley’s lush landscapes and the effects of the
changing seasons.
Whilst preparing to present this work, Mitchell wrote,
“Commissions are awkward things...does one treat
commissions as something special or as just another job?
They are awkward things.
I accepted this commission because in the normal run
of events I would never have put in sustained effort in
the countryside – the Derwent river never needed me to
photograph it. I spent some days investigating the river
before deciding I could photograph it and accepted the
money. The abundance of grass and lack of pavements
proved more disconcerting as the year wore on and
beautiful though everything was, nothing seemed to
merit a photograph. At one point the disused Pocklington
Canal was way ahead on points. The pipe works at
Hemingborough is still one of my favourite spots.
I adopted an encyclopaedic approach to illustrate the whole
length of the river because, unlike the Thames, say, the
individuality and the character took a long time to emerge.
It’s a self-effacing little river and I wanted the pictures to be
the Derwent without proof of title.
These are some of the things that caught my eye.”
Mitchell’s original statement can be seen in display
case 6, behind you.

The Derwent, 1980-82.
(series continued from previous page)
Titles of images, previous page from top:
Howsham Mill, autumn.
Crow.
Wood Hall, Wressle.
Seaton Ross.
This page, from top:
One of the river’s ings.
Hemingborough claypipe works.
Cricket match, Buttercrambe.
Howsham Mill, winter.

Mr & Mrs Hudson. Wednesday 14 August 74. 11a.m.
Seacroft Green, Leeds.
“The combination of the House of This Life (motto: ‘All
human life is there’) and the House of The Afterlife was
irresistible – and would that ladder matter for much longer?”
Originally shown A New Refutation of the Viking 4 Space
Mission, 1979 series, ‘I liked the way the ladder is propping
up the shop. They have just moved into a new shop on the
same spot, with the church getting a face-lift to match.’
This former Methodist Church in Seacroft is still standing.
Although it had fallen into disuse, it was recently repurposed
as the first-ever arts venue in east Leeds and is now home to
Chapel FM.

Hymnal, 2016
Created especially for Planet Yorkshire.
It is a page from ‘The Methodist School Hymnal’ which
belonged to his mother.
This hymn book carries a label inscribed ‘Salem Chapel’
Manchester, where Mitchell was born and where the
family worshipped. Mitchell has chosen a page from the
‘Usefulness and Reward’ section of the hymn book, and this
particular hymn is titled ‘Jesus Bids Us Shine’.
Mitchell remembers being packed off to Sunday School as a
child, and feels that the experience stayed with him in some
way, although he describes himself as only “faintly religious”.
Mitchell likes to think that this piece sums up the note of
“slight spirituality” that runs through much of the work in
this exhibition.
The title The Hills Were Higher When We were Young is taken
from the Roxy Music song ‘If There is Something’, from the
group’s self-titled debut album of 1972.
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Carved wooden letters, 1970s.
On his rounds of Leeds in the 1970s, Mitchell had the
opportunity to salvage large mahogany lettering culled from
the demolished buildings that were being torn down all over
the city.
He describes these carved shop signs as ‘an aesthetic in
which Leeds was particularly rich’.
The green letters shown here once graced the shop front of
‘Vures Linen Warehouse’ on Lands Lane, Leeds. Mitchell’s
photograph of the shop in 1981 can be seen in this
exhibition.
In 1990 Memento Mori – The Flats at Quarry Hill, his solo
show at Leeds City Art Gallery, these letters (and others)
spelt out the exhibition title, in imitation of the carved
stone lettering atop Temple Newsam House, Leeds.
Temple Newsom’s lettering reads:
‘ALL GLORY AND PRAISE BE GIVEN TO GOD THE
FATHER THE SON AND THE HOLY GHOST ON
HIGH PEACE ON EARTH GOODWILL TOWARDS
MEN HONOUR AND TRUE ALLEGIANCE TO OUR
GRACIOUS KING LOVING AFFECTION AMONGST
HIS SUBJECTS HEALTH AND PLENTY BE WITHIN
THIS HOUSE.’
Mitchell admired this: “I love the strength of that;
typographic certainty!”

Planet Yorkshire is curated by Kerry Harker and Anne McNeill

